
 

Advanced Emotion Vocabulary 

Context Sentence Planner 
 
Blank (see filled in example on the next page) 

Provide a context sentence for the advanced emotion vocabulary 
word you are introducing. 

 Then for each 
word 

Write your context sentence(s) in this column. 
Criteria:  
Your context sentence should be,  
1: very familiar and relatable for your student and/or…  
2: highly entertaining, imaginative and engaging or…  
3: related to an example from a book your class is reading. 
Suggested format: 
When _______________(you/they) might feel _______________… 

Write the advanced 
emotion word to finish 
your context sentence in 
this column. 

 

 

______________ 

1: Kids make a statue to 
show that emotion 
word. 

2: Teacher describes the 
variety of physical 
choices kids make to 
express the emotion. 

3: Kids make a 
connection to their own 
experience. 

Ask…  

When have YOU felt this 
way in your body?  

When have you done 
this with your body? 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
  

  



 

Advanced Emotion Vocabulary 

Context Sentence Planner 
 
Example for: Jabari Jumps by Gaia Cornwall 

Provide a context sentence for the advanced emotion vocabulary 
word you are introducing. 

 Then for each 
word 

When you decide that you are ready to do something new and challenging, like whistling 
or riding a two-wheel bike you might feel… 

When a superhero says, “I’ll save the day!” they might feel… 

When Jabari decides that today is the day he is going to jump off the diving board into 
the pool he is feeling… 

Enthusiastic 
confident! 
determined! 
motivated! 
inspired! 

1: Kids make a statue to 
show that emotion 
word. 

2: Teacher describes the 
variety of physical 
choices kids make to 
express the emotion. 

3: Kids make a 
connection to their own 
experience. 

Ask…  

When have YOU felt this 
way in your body?  

When have you done 
this with your body? 

On your first day in a new class when you don’t know anyone else you might feel…When a 
rabbit hears a loud noise they might feel… 

When Jabari sees how tall the ladder is he starts to feel a little bit… 

nervous 
anxious 
worried 

When someone you love sings you a song to help you go to sleep you might feel… 

A fairy sleeping on the softest fluffiest cloud floating in the sky might feel… 

When Jabari takes a deep breath and feels it fills his body from the ends of his hair right 
down to the tips of his toes he starts to feel… 

serene 
calm 
relaxed 
peaceful 

When you climb all the way across the monkey bars by yourself you might feel… 

A baby dragon breathing fire for the very first time might feel… 

When Jabari jumps off the diving board and lands in the water and says “I did it!” he is 
feeling… 

delighted! 
ecstatic! 
thrilled! 
elated! 
excited! 
proud! 

 

 


